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Free SMS Software Provides Cheap and Easy Way To Send Bulk SMS

MySMSMantra.com is a premier bulk sms service provider that offers a cheaper way of communicating
with your business contacts in India using their free SMS software.

Jan. 26, 2009 - PRLog -- MYSMSMANTRA.COM offers a cheaper way of communicating with your
business contacts in India using their free SMS software. Instead of always being connected to unreliable
providers to chat or using lengthy email messages, users can now opt for SMS bulk messaging using the
free SMS software. SMS bulk sending providers’ users the ability to expand their network in a fast and
cheap way, reaching customers nationwide with simple messages that hit the right chord with the right
target audience.

This software enables you to send online SMS’s to India either in bulk SMS, Group SMS or online SMS.
By logging on to MYSMS MANTRA.COM, users can find a variety of ways in sending an online message
without worrying about the bill becoming extremely high.

The SMS software is designed to integrate into an excel sheet to send a bulk SMS. At MySMSMantra.com,
the site provides a flexible gateway to integrate the system server into a website or software to send bulk
SMS’s directly from customer’s very own SMS application gateway. Whether it is business SMS or ethical
business SMS or SMS advertisements, users can definitely head to this site because they are a leading bulk
SMS gateway provider with bulk SMS resellers nationwide to promote your SMS’s.

MySMSMantra.com is a leading bulk SMS gateway provider in India that provides premium high priority
SMS gateways. The services provided enable anyone to send marketing and advertisement campaigns in
bulk to business associates. The SMS sent out uses the TRAI protocol and regulation. Also, the site
provides real time DND mobile number filtering that all allows you to send bulk SMS to directly from a
FREE excel sheet software.

Users can look forward to sending single of bulk SMS. Also, bulk SMS’s can be sent directly from an
Excel spreadsheet with customizable speed and a Sender ID. The site also makes it easier for you by
enabling customers to import their whole address book from text to excel files while a single click can
deliver the SMS to thousands of numbers in just short time.

With the software, users can customize the speed of the bulk SMS to up too 25000 per minute with a
senders ID of up to 11 alphanumeric characters. Group SMS is also activated and users can manage a group
easily with the Online Group Management function provided in the SMS software. Customers can be
assured that there is no setup fees, no monthly payment and neither is there hidden costs. With a fast
delivery to all networks nationwide, free chat, email and telephone support, this makes
MySMSManthra.com easily the favorite bulk SMS gateway provider.
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